Understanding the Impact of Threshold Voltage on
MLC Flash Memory Performance and Reliability
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Introduction

Threshold Voltage Reduction

MLC (multi-level cell) NAND flash memory based solid state drives
(SSDs) have been increasingly used in supercomputing centres. However,
as each cell starts to store two or more bits, a threshold voltage range
employed to represent a state has to be continuously shrunk, and a
narrowed thresh- old voltage range causes more bit errors.
In this research, we studied the the impact of threshold voltage on MLC
flash performance and reliability.

Fig. 1 Threshold voltage levels in SLC and MLC flash.

Fig. 3 Programming errors in LSB and MSB page within one cell page.
System implications:
 Continuously programming ‘11’ to a cell page or erasing a block without any data
programmed should be avoided.
 Writing data patterns that are represented by a lower threshold voltage could prolong
flash memory’s lifetime.

Programming/Erase Performance

Fig. 8 (a) A normal 2-bit MLC flash memory threshold voltage distribution,
(b) an example of a retention free threshold voltage distribution.
★ In typical data center workloads like proxy and MapReduce, most data are
overwritten frequently, which suggests a short data retention in only days
or even hours.
★ Data retention capability offered by the worst-case oriented design is
always under-utilized.

Programming
★ Pages programmed to a lower threshold voltage
have a better programming performance.
The speed of programming a page to ‘11’ is
15.5%, 23%, and 31% faster than that of
programming a page to ‘10’, ‘00’, and ‘01’,
respectively.

Testing Methodology
Flash memory error collection scheme
★ Wear out memory cells using
constant threshold voltage.

Fig. 4 Average cell page programming
performance.

★ The programming time decreases as the number
of P/E cycles increases.

Reliability

Retention Time

tradeoff

Performance
In the retention free case:
 Programming speed can be improved by 50%.
 The number of P/E cycles can be improved by 7.1%.
Impact on SSDs
★ DiskSim 4.0 and Microsoft SSD module

★ Collect cell errors using
pseudo-random data.

★ TVR can reduce SSD’s overall mean
response time by 11% to 35%.

Experimental environment
★ Xilinx FGPA evaluation board + flash daughter board.
★ Software stack:
Testing software
Embedded
Linux

Log File
Controller Driver

Flash controller
Flash memory

Fig. 5 Programming time of LSB and MSB page in a block.
★ Programming speed of an MSB page is much faster than that of an LSB page.
★ In the case of MSB page programming, the time of programming a cell page to ‘11’ state
is almost the same as that of programming it to ‘10’ state, whereas the same observation
can be made in ’00’ state and ‘01’ state.
Erase

Conclusions
The P/E performance and reliability of MLC flash are highly correlated to threshold
voltages. The retention time can be judiciously reduced to gain a higher reliability and
performance flash memory.
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Reliability
★ Cells programmed to a higher
voltage incur more errors.

Fig. 7 Erase time in small P/E cycles.
Fig. 6 Average block erase time.
System implications:
 Programming content that is represented by a lower threshold voltage can have a
higher P/E performance.
 Judiciously rearranging the programming order could improve SSD’s performance.

★ The cell page programmed as
‘11’ exhibits the most
unreliable characteristic.
Fig. 2 Average number of cell errors.
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